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Introduction

M. Dittmar, H. Dreiner (1997)

H → WW → l!l!

When the mass of the Higgs is in the range
the                                      decay mode is the most important

155
!
<MH !

< 170 GeV

 Since two neutrinos are present in the final state, no invariant mass 
peak can be reconstructed

 Fortunately, the angular correlations among the charged leptons 
suggest a good discrimination of the signal over the background

The search for the Higgs boson is the at the core of the LHC 
physics program

It is a counting experiment !
The background has to be reliably extrapolated into the signal 
region and it is thus essential to have good predictions for cross 
sections and distributions

But....



NLO QCD corrections to          production known since long timeWW

WW production

J. Ohnemus (1991) S. Frixione (1993)

They enhance the cross section by about 40% at the LHC

These calculations neglected spin correlations in the W’s decay

More recent NLO calculations exist that fully include spin 
correlations L.Dixon, Z. Kunszt, A. Signer (1999)

J. Campbell, K. Ellis (1999)

The general purpose NLO package MCFM includes single-non 
resonant contributions

Recently:                                  NNLO contribution has been studied

T. Binoth, M. Ciccolini, N. Kauer, M. Kramer (2005)
M. Duhrssen, K. Jacobs, J.J. van der Bij, P. Marquard (2005)

gg → WW → l!l!

Note: it’s only a part of full 
NNLO calculation



Fixed order calculations give reliable estimates of cross sections and 
distributions as long as all scales are of the same order

When                          large logarithmic terms
may arise that spoil the reliability of the perturbative expansion

pWW
T ! MWW !n

S
ln

m MWW /pWW
T

This work:

Use the helicity amplitudes by Dixon, Kunszt 
and Signer to combine NLO calculation with 
soft-gluon resummation at pWW

T ! MWW

These terms can be resummed to all 
orders

Compare with MC@NLO where spin 
correlations are now approximately included

Y.Dokshitzer, D.Diakonov, S.I.Troian (1978)
 G. Parisi, R. Petronzio (1979)

G. Curci, M.Greco, Y.Srivastava(1979)
J. Kodaira, L. Trentadue (1982)

 J. Collins, D.E. Soper, G. Sterman (1985)

V. Drollinger

(no spin)

Resummed calculations done for
ZZ and       pair production!! C. Balazs, et al. (1998); C. Balazs, C.P. Yuan (1999)

MG, hep-ph/0510337
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Resummation formalism
We use b-space resummation and introduce some novel features

G. Bozzi, S. Catani, D. de Florian, MG (2005)

Parton distributions are factorized at 

where the large 
logs are organized 

as:

!S = !S(µR)

- The form factor takes the same form as in threshold resummation
- Unitarity constraint enforces correct total cross section
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Two predictions: NLL+LO and NNLL+LO

At NLL+LO the resummation is performed at NLL accuracy 
(we include        ,        and the coefficient          ) and the result
is matched to LO (WW+1 parton)

At NNLL+LO the function         is also included

g
(1)

g
(2)
N H

(1)
N

full NLO information plus resummation at pWW
T ! MWW

g
(3)
N

H
(2)
NBut...the coefficient         is not known: we 

cannot claim full NNLL accuracy

The predictions of resummation are implemented in parton 
level MC program which generates full 5-body final state

Limitation: the resummed spectrum is inclusive over rapidity
and thus we cannot apply rapidity cuts on the leptons

In the following we will mainly use NNLL results to estimate 
the uncertainty of the NLL+LO calculation



Inclusive results
We use MRST2002 NLO partons and two-loop !S

Resummed predictions depend on renormalization        
factorization          and resummation scales

(µR)
(µF ) (Q)

We choose                       and                                   as central values 
of the scales

Q = MWW µF = µR = 2MW

This choice allows us to exactly recover the NLO total 
cross section when no cuts are applied

!MC@NLO = 114.7 pb

!NLO = 116.0 pb
!NLL+LO = 115.6 pb

!NNLL+LO = 115.5 pb

In MC@NLO the scales are set equal to the 
average transverse mass of the W’s

Agree to better 
than 1 %



Nice agreement with MC@NLO

NNLL effect tend to make 
the spectrum harder

NLO result (not shown) diverges to           as+! p
WW
T ! 0

Effect of resummation washed 
out in charged leptons pt spectra



Perturbative uncertainties

We have varied         and         around the central valueµF µR 2MW

the effect is small ! ±1%

The effect of resummation scale variations is instead stronger

Increasing (lowering)       
the effect of resummation is
confined to larger (smaller)

Q

p
WW
T

Size of NNLL effect compatible
with res. scale variations



Soft cuts (I)
We  now study the impact 
of the following cuts:

p
l
T > 20 GeVp

miss

T > 20 GeV

!! < 135
o

We study the pt spectra of 
the lepton with minimum 
and maximum pt

No significant differences: 
NLO calculation still 
performs well

!NLL+LO = 21.0 pb !NLO = 22.1 pb !MC@NLO = 21.2 pb

mll < 80 GeV



Soft cuts (II)
!! distribution: The shapes are in very good 

agreement 

The effect of renormalization and factorization scale variations is 
still very small

The effect of resummation scale variations is of about ±2 ! 3%

NLO and NLL+LO exactly 
include spin correlations

MC@NLO neglects spin 
correlations in non factorized 
part of one-loop contribution

this plot shows that the 
approximation works well



Hard cuts (I)
Cuts used for the search of a Higgs with 

p
l
Tmin > 25 GeV 35 GeV < p

l
Tmax

< 50 GeV

p
miss

T > 20 GeV mll < 35 GeV!! < 45
o

MH = 165 GeV

p
jet
T

< 30 GeV

the jet veto is mimicked with p
WW
T < 30 GeV

A jet veto should also be applied to reject     background

G. Davatz, G. Dissertori, M. 
Dittmar, F. Pauss, MG (2004)

tt̄

Such cut cannot be applied in our resummed calculation

Note that this cut is perfectly legitimate in our calculation 
and is exactly equivalent to a jet veto at NLO

Number of events reduced by a factor of about 35



Hard cuts (II)

Still reasonable agreement but 
now NLO result definitely 
steeper than the other two

Scale dep. increases at NLO while remaining the same at NLL+LO
We are more sensitive to the small            region where 
the NLO calculation is less reliable

p
WW
T

!! distribution still OK



Hard cuts (III)
Define WW transverse mass as MTWW =

!

(/ET + ETll)2 ! (pTll + /pT )2

/ET =

!

/p2

T + m2
!!

m!! ! mll

D. Rainwater, D. Zeppenfeld (1999)At threshold we can approximate

M
WW
T

50 GeV

The               distribution is 
completely off at NLO !
The position of the peak is 
shifted by about 

This result is mainly due to the leptonic cuts: removing the jet 
veto the shift is basically unchanged

/ET can be reconstructed



Summary
• We have studied the effects of soft-gluon resummation 

in WW pair production in hadron collisions

• We performed a calculation that achieves uniform NLO 
accuracy over the whole phase space but consistently 
includes the resummation of the large logarithmic 
contributions at 

• The effects of resummation are generally mild but they 
can be strongly enhanced when hard cuts are applied 

•  The most striking effects are seen for the transverse 
mass distribution of the WW pair whose prediction at 
NLO is very far from NLL+LO

• Results are generally well described by MC@NLO

pWW
T ! MWW


